A Comparison of Usability Factors of Four Mobile Devices for Accessing Healthcare Information by Adolescents
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Summary
Background: Mobile health (mHealth) is a growing field aimed at developing mobile information and communication technologies for healthcare. Adolescents are known for their ubiquitous use of mobile technologies in everyday life. However, the use of mHealth tools among adolescents is not well described.

Objective: We examined the usability of four commonly used mobile devices (an iPhone, an Android with touchscreen keyboard, an Android with built-in keyboard, and an iPad) for accessing healthcare information among a group of urban-dwelling adolescents.

Methods: Guided by the FITT (Fit between Individuals, Task, and Technology) framework, a think-aloud protocol was combined with a questionnaire to describe usability on three dimensions: 1) task-technology fit; 2) individual-technology fit; and 3) individual-task fit.

Results: For task-technology fit, we compared the efficiency, and effectiveness of each of the devices tested and found that the iPhone was the most usable had the fewest errors and prompts and had the lowest mean overall task time. For individual-task fit, we compared efficiency and learnability measures by website tasks and found no statistically significant effect on tasks steps, task time and number of errors. Following our comparison of success rates by website tasks, we compared the difference between two mobile applications which were used for diet tracking and found statistically significant effect on tasks steps, task time and number of errors. For individual-technology fit, interface quality was significantly different across devices indicating that this is an important factor to be considered in developing future mobile devices.

Conclusions: All of our users were able to complete all of the tasks, however the time needed to complete the tasks was significantly different by mobile device and mHealth application. Future design of mobile technology and mHealth applications should place particular importance on interface quality.
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1. Introduction

Mobile health (mHealth) is aimed at developing and describing the use of mobile information and communication technologies for healthcare purposes. mHealth tools may provide innovative methods to better support information, communication, and documentation needs of patients, clinicians, and other healthcare workers [1]. Early use of mobile devices in healthcare mainly involved handheld devices known as personal digital assistants (PDAs) that provided various information resources such as medication dictionaries or point-of-care decision support [2]. The ability to develop applications on mobile devices was limited due to lack of memory, small screen space, poor graphical display, and inability to transfer data. Mobile technology has advanced and current devices allow for more memory and data storage, full color graphical user interfaces with video capability, wireless access, and integration with cellular devices.

Using mobile technologies to rapidly and accurately assess and modify health-related behavior has great potential to transform healthcare. Several specific advantages may be afforded by mobile technology, including reduction of memory bias, time-stamped data capture, and the provision of real-time personalized, tailored information. The ubiquitous nature of mobile technologies in daily life (e.g., smart phones, sensors) has created opportunities for applications that were not previously possible by allowing clinicians to deliver new health-related interventions in real time [3]. Moreover, by removing geographical and temporal boundaries, these technologies may reduce economic disparities, lessen healthcare costs, and promote more personalized healthcare.

mHealth tools may be particularly relevant to adolescents because they are known to be frequent users of mobile technology [4]. The mobile phone has become the favored communication tool for the majority of American teens [4]. In 2008, 71% of 12–to-17-year-olds [5] and 93% of 18– to 29-year-olds owned cell phones [6]. Additionally, 76% of teens used text messaging [5], with 38% sending text messages on a daily basis [7]. In 2009, 93% of 12–to-17-year-olds went online at a rate equal to that of the youngest adults (18–to-29-year-olds) [6].

Nonetheless, many emerging mHealth innovations have not gone beyond the pilot stage and few have been properly evaluated [8]. As the development of mHealth tools proliferates and the number of users of mHealth technologies increases, there is a need to understand the usability of these mobile devices and applications. In particular, the core set of functions available within these devices and applications that are required for their productive use should be studied. This paper presents the findings of usability testing of four mobile devices for the purpose of accessing health information and using mHealth applications among a group of urban adolescents.

2. Methods

2.1. Study Design

A laboratory-based observational study was used to examine and compare the usability characteristics of four mobile devices for accessing health information among adolescents. The four devices included an iPad 2 (Apple, Cupertino, Ca), an iPhone 4S (Apple, Cupertino, Ca), an Android device with a touchscreen keyboard (Android Impulse 4G, AT&T, Dallas, Tx), and an Android device with a built-in keyboard (HTC status AT&T, Dallas, Tx). These devices were chosen to reflect commonly used mobile tools while ensuring inclusion of a wide breadth of capabilities available in today’s mobile market.

2.2. Participant Recruitment

Participants were recruited from a local public high school in New York City. Initially, a project coordinator went to the site and verbally recruited participants. Snowball sampling was then used to identify additional participants until the desired number was recruited. Columbia University Medical Center Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was secured prior to the start of study activities. IRB waiver of parental consent was obtained and participants signed assent forms prior to their participation in the study. All participants were compensated with $20.00 at the completion of the study session.
2.3. Tasks

Five tasks were chosen to measure the usability of the devices, each reflecting a different approach to accessing and using health information with a mobile device. Two tasks involved accessing health information via a website using the mobile device’s web-browser, two tasks involved using health-related mobile applications, and one task involved using the calendar included on the device. Two different websites (AIDS Healthcare Foundation and Medline Plus) that included information on HIV prevention were chosen. The two mobile applications (MyfitnessPal and Sparkpeople Diet Tracker) are used to track daily diet and exercise activities. These applications were chosen because they are free to download, are available on both Apple and Android operating systems, and are related to important health promotion topics for adolescents.

2.4. Testing Protocol

At the start of each session, the study procedures were explained to each participant and written consent was obtained. The participants were then asked to fill out a short demographic and computer experience and use questionnaire. Each participant used two pre-assigned devices to carry out the tasks. Device assignment was determined to ensure that each participant would test two different devices and each device was tested a total of ten times. We rotated the order of device testing so that each device would be the first for half of the testers and second for the other half of the testers (e.g. the iPhone would not always be the first device being tested). Devices were randomly assigned to the participants without any consideration of their prior use of the device. Using the assigned devices, each participant carried out the two website tasks, the two diet tracking application tasks, and the calendar task. Participants were asked to think aloud and to verbalize the steps taken to carry out each task as they used the devices. Participants’ interactions with the devices were video- and audio-recorded using a laptop computer and a web-camera. The participants’ faces were not recorded during the sessions. During each session, one member of the study team guided the execution of the protocol (BS) and a second team member managed the video and audio recording devices (YJL or MR). After performing all of the tasks using each device, participants completed the Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ)[9]. The PSSUQ is a 19-item usability questionnaire designed to be administered immediately following task-based usability testing [9]. The PSSUQ consists of three subscales: system usefulness, information quality, and interface quality. Each item is measured on a 7-point Likert scale. Responses range from 1 (strongly agree) to 7 (strongly disagree). Lower scores on the subscales indicate a higher overall user rating. A separate questionnaire was completed for each device tested; therefore, each participant completed two questionnaires.

3. Theoretical Framework

3.1. FITT Model

The study was designed based on the FITT (Fit between Individuals, Task, and Technology) model of technology adoption. The FITT model posits that adoption of technology is dependent on the three dimensions: 1) the task-technology fit 2) the individual-task fit and 3) the individual-technology fit [10]. Previous models of technology adoption emphasized the interaction between users and technology or between tasks and technology [11, 12]. The FITT model adds an additional dimension, fit between users and tasks, which allows for an enhanced analysis, taking into account the interaction between individual users and tasks carried out using a particular technology [13]. The FITT framework is illustrated in Figure 1. The characteristics of users, such as their experience and comfort with technology; the characteristics of tasks, such as level of complexity; and the characteristics of the technology, such as functions offered, all interact and result in adoption of a technology to carry out certain tasks [10].

Usability in the model is a characteristic of the technology [10]. The usability of the mobile devices for the tasks and devices chosen was evaluated according to the three dimensions of fit described in the FITT model. We defined usability based on the International Organization for Stan-
standard (ISO) standard for quality in use (ISO/IEC 25010.3) [14]. According to the ISO standard, usability is a characteristic of quality in use and has several sub-characteristics. The ISO defines usability as “the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use” [14]. The sub-characteristics of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction can be measured to determine the usability of a particular product [15]. Learnability, an additional component of quality in use, was also used to assess usability for the mobile devices [16].

4. Measurement

4.1. Task-technology Fit

To measure task-technology fit, we compared the characteristics of usability across the different devices for the different tasks. Efficiency, and effectiveness were the usability characteristics used to measure task-technology fit. Efficiency, which is defined as the resources required to accurately complete tasks [14], was measured by determining the time taken for each task and the number of steps required to complete tasks. Effectiveness, the ability of a user to complete tasks accurately and completely using a particular system, was measured as the number of tasks completed without hints, prompts, or errors [14]. The comparison of these measures across the different devices allowed us to compare the fit between the tasks carried out and the specific device used for the tasks.

4.2. Individual-task Fit

To measure individual-task fit, we examined task success rates by task and learnability. Learnability is defined as “the degree to which the product enables its users to learn its application” [14]. We assessed learnability by measuring the number of hints, prompts, and errors experienced by participants as they completed the tasks. Task success rates were measured by determining the number of tasks completed without hints, prompts, or errors. We compared success rates on similar software to understand the fit between the individual and the task. First, we analyzed differences in task steps, task time and error/prompts between the web-based tasks which included accessing AIDS Health-care Foundation and Medline Plus via a mobile web browser. Second, we compared the efficiency and learnability measures on using two mobile applications for diet tracking.

4.3. Individual-technology Fit

The fit between individual and technology was measured by satisfaction, a usability characteristic which is defined as the “degree to which users are satisfied with the experience of using a product in a specified context of use” [14] and was measured using the PSSUQ scores. Previous psychometric evaluation of the PSSUQ reported an overall Cronbach’s alpha of 0.97 [17].

5. Data Analysis

The video recordings were analyzed using Morae video-analytic software (Techsmith, Okemos, Mi.). The first author (BS) completed an analysis of the first eight audio-video recordings. Based on this analysis, a coding framework was developed to identify specific task steps and definitions for prompts, hints, and participant errors. A task step was defined as an action which would change the current view of the mobile device screen. For example, task steps included actions such as tapping an icon or button on the device or within an application or website, typing, scrolling, choosing from a list, tapping a link, and maximizing or minimizing a screen. Prompts and hints were defined as times when a participant was unable to carry out required task steps without assistance. Errors were identified when a participant executed an incorrect action in carrying out task steps. When the task was completed, it was coded as meeting a task goal. For example, the website task involved accessing a
pre-determined website and finding a link to information about HV prevention. For the diet app, participants were asked to add a list of foods to the breakfast record. For the calendar task, participants were asked to add a dinner event to a particular date.

Once the initial coding framework was identified, the research team (BS, RS, and YJL) examined 10% of the recordings together to clarify the coding framework and determine agreement on the coded data. Any questions about the framework and potential disagreements about the coding were discussed until a resolution was reached. The remaining data were then coded according to the framework.

SPSS 18.0 (Chicago, IL) was used for all statistical analysis. We used analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) to compare scores across user groups. We controlled for previous reported experience with an iPhone in our MANOVA analyses.

6. Results

6.1. Participants

We recruited a total of 20 participants. Of these, 12 (60%) were male and 8 (40%) were female. The mean age of the participants was 15.8 years, with a range of 14 to 18 years (Table 1). Eleven (55%) reported using a computer at least once a day, while nine (45%) reported using a computer several times per week to several times per month. Sixteen (80%) reported using mobile devices at least once per day and three (15%) reported using mobile devices several times per week to several times per month. One participant did not report this information. Seven (35%) of the participants reported iPhones as the devices they used most frequently, while six (30%) reported using Android devices most frequently. Only one (5%) participant reported that a netbook was the device they used most frequently and one (5%) used a tablet. The remainder of the participants did not complete this question on their survey.

6.2. Task-technology Fit

Based on the participants’ performance of the assigned tasks, we compared the efficiency, and effectiveness of each of the devices tested. We measured effectiveness as the percentage of tasks completed using each device with no hints, prompts, or errors. Similar to the other measures, the iPhone was the most usable and had the fewest errors and prompts. The device with the least task steps was the iPhone, while the Android keyboard device had the most task steps. The iPhone had the lowest mean overall task time with a total of 7.50 minutes required for completion of all tasks, while the Android keyboard had the highest mean task time 11.50 minutes (Table 2). Test device had a statistically significant effect on task time (F[3,32]=2.92; p<0.05; partial e²=0.215). However, it did not have a statistically significant effect on task steps (F[3,32]=0.466; p>0.05, partial e²=0.042) and number of errors (F[3,32]=1.280; p>0.05; partial e²=0.107).

The iPad had a higher rate of error than the iPhone. These were most frequently associated with the use of the calendar, which had some different requirements for adding events compared to the other devices. The need to access a separate icon to open the desired date was not expected. Participants assumed that they needed to tap the date in order to open it to schedule an event, a function that was possible on other devices. However, after tapping the date and not getting the desired result, participants were usually able to independently determine the appropriate action.

6.3. Individual-task Fit

To measure individual-task fit, we examined task success rates by task and also measured learnability. Learnability was evaluated by measuring the number of hints, prompts, and errors experienced by participants while completing the tasks on the different devices. We compared efficiency and learnability measures by website tasks (AIDS Healthcare Foundation and Medline Plus) and found no statistically significant effect on: tasks steps(F (4,33)=0.694; p=0.411; partial e²=0.021), task time(F (4,33)=0.753; p>0.05; partial e²=0.022), and number of errors (F (4,33)=1.839; p=0.184;
Following our comparison of success rates by website tasks, we compared the difference between two mobile applications (MyfitnessPal and Sparkpeople Diet Tracker) which were used for diet tracking and found statistically significant effect on all measures: tasks steps (F (4,33)=38.282; p<0.001; partial $\epsilon^2=0.537$), task time (F (4,33)=15.396; p<0.001; partial $\epsilon^2=0.318$), and number of errors (F (4,33)=4.488; p=0.042; partial $\epsilon^2=0.120$).

6.4 Individual-technology Fit

Individual-technology fit refers to the fit between the individual user and the technology. In the current study, the technology is the mobile device used. Participants rated each device using the PSSUQ. There was no significant difference in the overall satisfaction scores for the different devices (Table 3). There was a significant difference in the mean scores for the different devices on the interface quality subscale (p=0.02 ANOVA). The Android Impulse had the lowest mean score, indicating the highest rating for interface quality. Table 4 provides the overall mean PSSUQ scores as well as the mean scores for the different devices on each. The information quality subscale of the PSSUQ was used as a measure of the participants’ satisfaction with their ability to carry out tasks using the different devices. There was no significant difference between the mean information quality scores among the different devices (p=0.16). The iPad had the lowest mean score for information quality (1.9).

7. Discussion

This study reports the usability of four mobile devices for adolescents accessing and using health-related information, with a focus on testing the core set of functions that allow a user to carry out tasks using a mobile device. Our study provides a comprehensive examination of usability among adolescents by incorporating a task-based observational method with a self-report questionnaire which provided new insights into the use of mobile devices. We combined the FITT framework of technology adoption with a standard definition of usability, resulting in a novel approach to usability assessment.

Previous studies on the usability of mobile devices for healthcare have focused on specific applications and not on the technology itself [18–20]. A recent study on the usability of mobile phones for exercise tracking reported on usability of the phone as a data collection device and evaluated usability with the System Usability Scale [18]. Using the FITT framework, we were able to focus on both the technology (hardware) and the application itself (software).

For task-technology fit, findings from our study showed that differences in technology (device) do not significantly contribute to users’ ability to complete a task but does effect the time it takes. all participants were able to successfully complete the tasks assigned with some prompts from the study team. One error experienced by users involved incorrectly tapping an icon with the expectation of a different response. For example, participants commonly attempted to add an event to the calendar in the iPad by tapping the date on the calendar, which did not have the desired effect. Instead, they needed to tap a (+) sign in order to enter an event on a particular date. Participants also chose incorrect icons or links when they were too close together on the screen or too small to differentiate. As a result, future design of mobile technology should focus on the time needed to effectively use the device since a motivated user will complete the task but is less likely to want to adopt a technology which takes too much of their time [21, 22].

The second dimension in the FITT model is individual-task fit. Our findings indicated that there was little difference in the time needed for participants to access websites. However, the time required to complete tasks using different mobile applications was significantly different indicating that the design of mobile applications vary and will effect end-users’ efficiency in completing tasks. Moreover, when examining task success rates across participants, we found that they achieved task completion in most cases but required some help in doing so. Even when participants encountered errors, they usually were able to correct them with minimal assistance. The tasks involved accessing information via websites and using mobile applications that were not necessarily designed for adolescents. Because of this, the websites and applications may have used language that was difficult for our participants to understand.
Additionally, the applications do require some degree of learning. As one of our participants stated, “This is the first time I’m using this app. I would have to learn it.” Our participants showed a high degree of willingness to learn and an expectation about the need to learn to use a particular application. Participants rarely stopped and asked for help, preferring to use a process of elimination to figure out the necessary task step. A higher percentage of errors occurred when participants used the applications as compared to the websites. The applications’ increased degree of interactivity may explain this difference. The website tasks primarily involved information seeking and reading steps that required identification of specific links but less information input. The functions required when using a website, such as searching, clicking a link, and scrolling are commonly found on many websites that can be accessed on other devices like laptop or desktop computers. The applications used on the mobile devices, particularly those in our study, were unique to these types of devices and were new to our group of users. Therefore, the actions required to use them may not be as commonly understood.

The findings from this study illustrate useful lessons for the development of mHealth technology and applications particularly in adolescents. For the individual-technology fit, interface quality was particularly important to end-users as there was a significant difference between users. While the devices evaluated in this study may will rapidly become obsolete, nonetheless, the findings from our study illustrate the need for developing mHealth applications and technology which meet end-users’ need and pay particular attention to the interface quality.

Our study offers new insights into the hardware and software issues associated with using mHealth technology. In addition, this study demonstrates the usefulness of the FITT framework in evaluating mHealth technology. Past research has focused its use of the FITT framework for evaluating electronic health records [13, 23, 24]. Findings from our study demonstrate how application of the FITT framework explicates the fit between the individual, technology and task in mHealth technology.

There were several limitations to our study. First, this was a laboratory-based study. The participants were sitting stationary in a room while being recorded using the devices. These devices are “mobile” and are meant to be used outside or in settings where the user’s movements and environment may not be controlled. The effect of outdoor lighting, noise, interruptions, and movement could not be evaluated within our study design. An additional limitation is the small sample size. Although it is commonly recommended to use 10–20 participants in traditional usability testing [25], this made statistical comparisons limited. Another important limitation of this study is that participants had prior experience with some of the devices tested. Although device testing was randomly assigned, given the small sample size, a possible confounder is that users with previous experience with iPhones would be familiar with its use. Nonetheless, we were unable to find significant differences in the ratings of the devices between frequent and infrequent users or between genders. Individual task and technology fit may be better investigated using a larger sample size.

Learnability is also typically tested by determining how many times a user must perform a task in order to complete it without errors or hints. In our case, we only had users carry out tasks once. Therefore, we inferred learnability by determining the number of errors, hints, and prompts required. Repeated testing may be needed to determine if tasks can be easily learned and retained over time. Lastly, our study was limited to a group of urban-dwelling adolescents. Results may not be generalizable to other age groups or to adolescents living in rural or other suburban areas. Nonetheless, our participants reported using mobile devices frequently, with 80% using them at least once per day, which is consistent with reports of adolescents’ use of mobile technology [4], indicating that our sample is representative of the adolescent population. Finally we should note that time was used as an outcome measure for both the task-technology fit and individual-task fit dimensions. As a result, usability issues with the technology (device) and the task (software) may be confounded since they may both affect the overall time required to complete a task.

8. Conclusion

Findings from this study demonstrate the usefulness in exploring each of the FITT dimensions to illustrate the usability characteristics of mobile devices and mHealth applications. While our users
were able to complete all tasks, the time needed to complete the tasks varied significantly by device and mobile application. Even though, users may be able to complete a task using a mobile device, it is important to design both software and hardware that can be used efficiently. Moreover, interface quality is particularly important in designing mobile devices and mHealth applications for adolescent end-users.
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Fig. 1
The FITT Model of IT adoption: From Ammenwerth E, Iller C, Mahler C. IT adoption and the interaction of task, technology and individuals: a fit framework and a case study [10].
### Table 1: Participants’ demographic characteristics; *Numbers do not total 100% due to missing data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>12(60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>8(40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean yrs (range)</td>
<td>15.8 (14–18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity</strong>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Hispanic or Latino</td>
<td>4 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic or Latino</td>
<td>15 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race</strong>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Islander</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-racial</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>11 (55)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Task steps, task time and errors by device; Errors includes device error, user needs prompting. Results reported as means. Task time is in minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>iPhone (n=10)</th>
<th>iPad (n=9)</th>
<th>Android Impulse (n=9)</th>
<th>Android Keyboard (n=10)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task steps</td>
<td>51.80</td>
<td>53.89</td>
<td>57.00</td>
<td>60.70</td>
<td>0.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task time</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>9.89</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors/prompts</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>0.298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: PSSUQ scores by device (7-point scale, where the lower the response, the higher the subject’s usability satisfaction with their system)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSSUQ scale</th>
<th>iPad</th>
<th>iPhone</th>
<th>Android impulse</th>
<th>Android Keyboard</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System Usefulness</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Quality</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface Quality</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Satisfaction</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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